
Teacher Negotiations  
 Date:  Thursday, May 28, 2015       Time:  5:04 pm 

Members Present: 

• Trevor Helmers – Attorney – Lead Negotiator 
• Liz Fischer – Director of HR - Note taker 
• Jerry Kjergaard - Superintendent 
• Missy Aaker – SH – Communications - Note taker 
• Annette Tiffany – MS - Social Worker 
• Cindi Kroona – 4th grade Roosevelt 
• Courtney Lee – 5th grade Kennedy 
• Tammy Knapper – LD at SH, and Time Release President for Union – Lead Negotiator 
• Ken Heitzman – SH – Social Studies 
• Rob Palmer – SH - Science 

 

Trevor - We’re here at the second meeting and have our process to go through.  The District is bringing 
forth a list of topics they will have changes to and then the union will present their proposal.  So here we 
have a copy of the topics on paper from the District given in good faith.  (Trevor passed out the District’s 
list.)  As you might recall, this is a list of revision topics and suggestions of revisions.  It could be 
anything; including just updating years or it might be a typo or a language change.  We have gone 
through it and believe it to be fully accurate.  These are areas we will be talking about and proposing 
changes to.  Obviously we hold the reservation that both parties can bring up something new at the 
fourth meeting if we have something new or thought of something.  If we’re ready to go let’s get 
started.   

EMW – Alright.  (EMW handed out pages to everyone at the table and projected the proposal up on the 
screen.) 

Trevor - If it’s alright, when we are on a topic can we ask clarifying questions? 

EMW – Yep.  You’ve received our first proposal.  This is our first attempt at doing it this way.  Members 
can follow along on screen behind us.  What we’ve done in the packet is put together the current 
language on the left side and proposed changes on the right side.  Let’s get started with first section; 
Title I teachers.  Our proposal is to strike out section 7 in current language which would then ultimately 
eliminate the Appendix B – Title I salary schedule.   

Trevor – Article III?  

EMW – Article III, definition, – section 7 – on page 3. 



Trevor – Then would this be making Title I staff a part of the regular bargaining agreement? 

EMW – Yes, then they are on the regular salary schedule.  We think all teachers should be paid off of 
regular schedule.   

Trevor – Any other questions?  (Head shakes) None, ok great. 

EMW – Also change under salaries – Article 6, section 2 subd 1 – We would be deleting or eliminating 
that language.   

Trevor – So you’re suggesting that subd 1 in section 2 be removed? 

EMW – Yep.  In the next section under Additional Compensation Language – Article 7, section 3 – at this 
point we are proposing removing that language and to change it to Additional Compensation for 
teachers who are reassigned who have to pack and unpack to their move classroom.  We are asking for a 
$250 stipend as we are typically asked to do that during the summer and with no compensation. 

Trevor - How often does this happen?   

EMW – Every year.  Every summer.   

Trevor - How many people does this impact? 

EMW – No idea.  It happens every year.  

Trevor – And you’ll have more language for this piece later? 

EMW –Yes.  Next is Special Education workload which is required by state law and there is no section 
currently addressing it.  We propose adding a section as the state law requires a policy for workload.  So 
we are proposing that we add language in the contract to help meet those criteria.   

Trevor – Walk me through it piece by piece please. 

EMW – It first defines what special education is.  Then it defines workload right out of the statute.  
Currently the district requires us to do workload analysis at this point, so the district has the data that 
would help with section 4 that says assignment for workloads.  Then workloads would be based upon 
that data that is already being collected.  Then there is a provision for workloads that go beyond what a 
1.0 teacher would typically do.  And subd 6 addresses the compensation for that, especially in letter B.   

Trevor – By workload we’re talking per student? 

EMW – No, we’re not talking caseload we’re talking workload.  It takes into account evaluations, 
minutes of service to students, number of paras that they supervise, etc.  So there’s much more 
encompassed than just caseload.   

Trevor – Any idea where the majority of teachers would fall on this?  Are they all basically 13-16?  Do 
you know? 



EMW – I looked back on my data for the last 6 years and I fell in 1.0 and now in .67 in 9-12 range.  This is 
MDE’s recommendation and these follow those recommendations.   

Trevor – Any questions? (Head shakes)  Not yet, ok. 

EMW – Next is more of a wording change, to clarify for membership, that has to do with health 
insurance language.  Article 8 sec 1 subd 2 changes “husband and wife” to “spouses” and then a little 
further down added “other spouses”.  That’s just to clarify that.   

Trevor – So that other spouses doesn’t actually change that meaning there? 

EMW – No that’s not our intent.   

Trevor – Alright thanks. 

EMW – The next part is in that same article.  Sec 3 subd 2 talks about VEBA/HSA.   We have now added 
the option of the HSA.   We would like the balance (of the District contribution) paid toward the VEBA or 
HSA plan.  Currently any money left over is staying with the district and we want the full benefit to our 
membership if they choose a plan that doesn’t give them that full benefit.   

Trevor – So where would that balance be coming from?  Is there more money on top of the district 
contribution?   

EMW – One of our current plans is less than the $8190 that the district puts toward the plan.  The 
deductible is funded first and then the rest goes toward premium, so there’s money toward premium 
that isn’t used. 

Trevor – So instead of the hard cap this would be the minimum? 

EMW – The $8190, yes.   

Trevor – Any questions?  (Heads shake) No – ok. 

EMW – The next proposed change is in leaves of absence.  The language is in Sec 1 sick leave.  Change 
letter B, father and paternity leave.  We are trying to be more open in the language.  The parent not 
utilizing child care leave will be granted up to 5 days.  We are trying to be inclusive of all family 
situations and not intending to change the intent of who gets the benefit. 

Trevor – Is this including adopting as well? 

EMW – Yes.  When we added section B with the father getting the 5 days on the left, we didn’t add the 
adoption in there.  It was an oversight.  We added it for birth but not for adoption.   

Trevor – Any questions?  (Head shakes) No, ok. 



EMW – The next section is the part we talked about earlier that we crossed out and said we’d get to it 
later with the sick leave.  Under leaves section 1 new subd 10 we are proposing a sick leave buy back for 
teachers with some minimum requirements that they’ve accumulated first.   

Trevor - And the buyback would be at their current rate of pay?   

EMW – That’s what our current proposal is.  This is one of our proposals to keep people in classroom not 
when they’re sick, but on a questionable day so that they choose to come to work.   

Trevor – So really the personal leave language is kind of left out here.  

EMW – Yes.   

Trevor - So would, in working through this, teachers request it or would it be automatic?   

EMW – They would request it so that they can still build up to their 182 days if they wanted, but after 
that they could ask for it.   

Trevor – Ok, any other questions?  (Head shakes) Ok. 

EMW – The next section in other leaves in the contract.  Clarifying language we currently have under 
subd 1 and taking out written arrangements.  The intent of the language was that they would just notify 
district or admin if they were intending on using the language. 

Trevor – So there’s no approval for the district? 

EMW – No.  

Trevor – What’s a short period? 

EMW – A short period. 

Trevor – Ok, alright, any questions?  (Head shakes)  Ok.   

Jerry – Has there been a problem?   

EMW – Yes, a few teachers have been denied it.   

Trevor – What do they usually use it for?   

EMW – Songfest, play days, child care, if can’t drop off kid or picking up, coaches.  If I need to get to an 
appointment and the latest available is 3:15 I may have someone cover the last 15 minutes and I can get 
to my appointment and there’s no cost to the district.  It’s up to teachers to make arrangements with 
colleagues.   

Trevor – Is there language in there talking about that?  I’m going to try to find it.  Sorry.  

EMW – Art 9 sec 9. 



Trevor – Or is this all it was? 

EMW – This is all it was. 

Trevor – Ok, questions?  (Head shakes)  Ok. 

EMW – Hours of Service we just had the years that needed to be updated.  Under prep time in same 
article we are proposing an increase from 560 to 650 and adding in there more prep time and also for 
working with data to improve teaching.  

Trevor – So what do you mean by data management? 

EMW – It’s with the way we are moving with our PLC’s in our district and by collecting data.  Data drives 
instruction and more and more data needs to be looked at and so we need that time.   

Trevor – Would this be collecting it yourselves or through the PLC group?   

EMW –  In PLC‘s we look at it and evaluate it, make instruction decisions, but it’s even entering data into 
the system.   

Trevor – This would just be prek-12?   

EMW – That’s all of our staff. 

Trevor – I got it.  That’s Pre K – 12.  Questions?  (Head shakes) Ok. 

EMW – Because it’s in this order in the contract this is proposed language for ECFE.  It’s the same 
language that we want to propose for all teachers.  Last time when we did the change we didn’t get into 
ECFE and other areas, and this is a change to our current language.  You’ll see it 3 times, for teachers, 
ECFE, and School Readiness.  I don’t think we have the language in there.  It’s in Art 12 so we can go 
through it then.  That’s what the two pages are, one for Early Childhood and one for School Readiness. 

Trevor – And this would be putting them on the same schedule? 

EMW – Before we changed language in last contract they had the same rules/regulations for ULA and 
when we did the last contract we changed it for the teachers but left off those two groups, but our 
intent was that all would have it so they weren’t stuck with the bad language.  So that the reason for it 
changing. 

Trevor – Any questions?  (Head shakes)  Ok, the next one is the language? 

EMW – The next one is the language, yes.   

Trevor- It’s all struck out, or is it just new language?  

EMW – It’s just new language; striking out the current section. 

Trevor - Walk through it please. 



EMW – It starts with definitions, notifications, bumping rights and affords bumping rights just like 
current language does to take another position for which they’re properly licensed.  Seniority is by 
licensure, not by a field or subject matter.   

Trevor – It’s similar to old language with some revisions? 

EMW – It’s similar to before.  You’ve seen it before. 

Trevor – It looked familiar as we’re working through it. 

EMW – The biggest change is changing departments to licensure.  Seniority is based on licensure and is 
also by date of hire.  Instead of by date of hire in department its one list by date of hire, and seniority 
granted in all areas of licensure.  We just think this language will help clear up the difficulty with the 
subject matter or field. 

Trevor – Have you had any ULA’s with this current language?   

EMW – No.  

Trevor – So you haven’t used it with the process yet? 

EMW – No, we’ve printed the new list with the new language.   

Trevor - Just once?   

EMW – Yes. 

Trevor - Are there any major changes you’re putting in from what the language originally was?  Any 
major changes from previous/last contract?   

EMW – There are no more departments.  

Trevor – Was that in the last one?   

EMW – Yes, Social Studies, PE, Deans, etc., even some that are no longer taught here.     

Trevor – So all that is there now would be gone. 

EMW – Yep. 

Trevor - Any questions?  (Headshakes)  No, ok. 

EMW – The next section goes with severance language and we’ve proposed adding letter A under subd 
3. 

Trevor – So this would be in any case of death regardless of notification? 

EMW – Right.  If you pass away before notification can be made then their estate is entitled to benefits.   



Trevor – How is it paid out?  Does it go into employee’s retirement plan? 

EMW – It goes into their VEBA and 403b.   

Trevor – So instead this would be paid in cash?  Or to the VEBA etc.? 

EMW – I don’t know where legally it can go.  If it can’t go into that person’s account then we’d like cash 
to family, yes.  The language says to the estate.  So I assume it would be cash at this point. 

Trevor – Questions?  (Head shakes) No, Ok. 

EMW – 403 b.  We’d like to go to years of service instead of steps.  Then an increase in the amount for 
those years of service and the third thing then is an increase in the cap amount.   

Trevor – So why change to years of service instead of steps?   

EMW – So if the contract isn’t settled before August then you can’t make changes with 403b.  If you go a 
year without a contract then you miss a whole year of that match.   

Trevor– Any specific reason for the numbers or is it just higher? 

EMW – They’re higher.  We looked at other contracts in area and this is what the team decided to 
propose. 

Trevor – And for the max, same thing? 

EMW – Severance was about 50k and this language replaced that after 2000 so we’d like to see that 
match it if people met their criteria.  It’s about a 50k severance plan.  This is what’s offered now. 

Trevor - Questions?  (Head shakes) No, ok. 

EMW – The next one is teacher’s salary schedule.  We just put the two schedules in there.  It’s not a % 
increase or dollar amount increase.  Rob will explain and then if want to get into details we can.   

EMW – This is the current schedule and what we did, recognizing the importance of education, cause 
that’s what we do, we eliminated the bottom left corner last round.  But what we didn’t do was to 
incentivize education.  That contract didn’t move them financially to pay for those credits.  The steps 
increased, but we didn’t help compensate them for graduate credits.  So this has been rebuilding to 
increase the lanes.  This would be the first year and we added 1k to first lane, then lane changes going 
across increases every year.   

Trevor - This is the old one?   

EMW – Old, new. (Pointed it out)  Then year two we essentially equalized the steps and lane changes 
over 2 years.   

Trevor – Is there any rhyme or reason to the numbers? 



EMW – It was based on step changes.  The step change was just over $1500 but the lane changes were 
$700.  So it was about 2% instead of 4%. 

Jerry – So you made the lane changes the equivalent of the step changes? 

EMW – Correct.   

Jerry – Does anyone else have a salary schedule like this?  

EMW – As we were looking at others’ ours looked backwards.  Most of their lane changes were 
significantly larger than step changes.   

Jerry – Were any of them where lane and steps are equal?   

EMW – I don’t know how many were.   

Jerry – Ok. 

Trevor – So what does this get us to?  What’s the increase? 

EMW – % and total package is 8.24% in our costing.   

Trevor – Have you and Liz gotten together? 

EMW – We haven’t gotten together.  MSB A shows 6.66%.   

Trevor – Can you send us a copy?  

EMW – Sure. 

EMW – We’ll sit down before then and make sure our numbers are right. 

EMW – Next is Appendix C - program coordinators and alternative sites.  Our proposal is to give the 
same increase as we give in Appendix A so we’ll need to figure out what % is and apply it to that box of 
stipends.  Then the box right under that are miscellaneous services.  Our proposal is to pay an hourly 
rate based on BA step C.  That’s the closest dollar amount with the current $30 an hour MOU that we 
have with the district right now.  The MOU is with ALC summer school and summer school instruction.   

Trevor – So your intent is to have a number? 

EMW – No, we intend on a rate put in language that is based on BA step C.  It’s as close to $30 per hour 
as we can get. 

Trevor – And for the coordinator positions?  How do you figure that one? 

EMW – Once we figure out our percent for the rest of it then increase those that same percent also.   

Trevor- And you’d basically take out 2 years and it would just be the hourly rate at step C and that would 
cover it? 



EMW – Yep, that would cover it and go along with it. 

Trevor – Questions? (Head shakes) Nope, ok. 

EMW – The last one in the packet is for language under part time teachers which is taking out “properly” 
licensed issued by the state.  It seems a little redundant as a license issued by the state can’t not be 
properly licensed.   

Trevor – Any questions?  (Head shakes)  No, ok. 

EMW – Then the last single piece of paper is under sick leave.  Our language didn’t really keep up with 
the state law.  

Trevor – Is it just a change to subd 4?   

EMW – Yeah.  It’s language that allowed us 6 days for certain people and now with the law changed and 
we get 20 days or 160 hours and now more people are included.  It now includes people such as mother 
in laws etc. and grandchildren.   

Trevor – And making it subject to grievance procedure?   

EMW – It’s state law so we’re proposing to take that out.   

Trevor – Questions?  (Head shakes) No, ok. 

EMW – As of today that’s our first best proposal. 

Trevor –Thank you.  I appreciate all your time.  I know how much time it takes to pull it together.  Our 
next step is to go through your proposal and we’ll come at the next meeting with our proposal and ones 
we agree on we’ll just include in our proposal to you.  And we’ll put ‘agreed on’ and frankly bring a 
prepared TA (Tentative Agreement) on some of the minor ones.  We’ll turn around and present our 
proposal.  If you could follow up and email it electronically.  Never mind.  I got it.  I have it.  I think that’s 
it, so really it’s just to figure out a time for the next round. 

EMW – Can we propose that next time your proposal is on the screen as well so our members can see it 
as well?   

Trevor - Sure.  We’ll need a little time to put everything together and I would target that last week in 
June.  The week starts with 29th and the 30th to give us a chance to work through things.  How about 
June 30th?  4:30?  During the day?  Why not during day?  

EMW –  9am? 

Trevor – How about 10?   

EMW – Same place?  

Trevor- Sure. 



EMW – Should we get another date on the calendar?  Knowing we’ll need some time?   

Trevor – Let’s do at the next one because you might want 2 or 3 weeks and my calendar books up in 
July.  I don’t think we have anything else.   

EMW – Is that it?   

Trevor - Yep, thank you.  That’s it.   

Time Ended:  5:53 


